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Can you believe it???? We are actually sending out two newsletters in one month….
Because of all the stuff that is happening, we thought we needed to connect with you.
First of all we are aware some of you are receiving our newsletters with all sorts of
gobbly gook in it. We are working with an expert in Microsoft Word in trying to figure
out what the problem is. Some servers used seem to recalibrate quotation marks and
apostrophes to interesting symbols. It appears to be on the receiving end and we are
trying to come up with solutions. Some of you can download attachments that don’t
appear to be modified. For that reason I am attaching this exact newsletter as well as
putting it into this email. So hang in there folks, we really are trying to figure this out.
New Orleans Tragedy
We have been receiving numerous phone calls and e-mails from clients as to how to deal
with the energy being sent to us as a result of the tragedy that took place in New Orleans.
What has been happening is a great deal of fear, as well as other emotions are being sent
out to us. When you think of how the different charka systems work, people tend to shut
down their flow of energy to all the different chakras. With the news media being as
efficient as they are it keeps the energy of fear and other emotions going strong, it is very
difficult to remain neutral.
What we as practitioners must do is to sit back, remove all the different emotions that we
are experiencing, open up our chakras and send the healing energy that is needed to not
only the victims but the geographic areas of the United States as well. The emotional
part of you might be adding anger to the mixture. If so, you aren’t remaining balanced
and neutral. You HAVE to be in a balanced, neutral state or you draw stuff to you.
Some of you may be reminded of a tragedy that has happened in your personal life that is
bringing up patterns that you have been trying to release for years. Now is the time that
you can release them. It is easier to help others when you have done the work and
cleared up the charge that is in and around you.
In an interview that Stephen Marshall with Gregg Braden talks about a study done by the
Institute of HeartMath located in California. This institute has found that there is a field
around the human heart that is shaped like a doughnut – its called a Tube Taurus – it’s
between 5 and 8 feet in diameter. So when you are within 5 to 8 feet of another person,
you are in their heart field and you two are communicating on levels you may not even be
aware of. Quantum physics says that that field extends for miles on the quantum level,
the subatomic level. It is not 5 or 8 feet but miles! So when you have an experience like
Hurricane Katrina, when people gather together in a congregation or meeting or in your

living room and you are feeling in you heart a specific quality of emotion, the world is
sharing that emotion for a distance of miles. This emotion that your group is feeling also
includes rocks, trees, plants and animals which also adds to the group energy or vibration.
We would then like to suggest the possibility that when you are feeling emotional as a
result of a situation like Hurricane Katrina, and your Tube Taurus extends miles from
your physical body, like emotions could link together to form a massive group vibration.
WHAT TO DO… Do the Gold Light and grounding exercise, breath, think your body
open, remain centered and neutral. This is the state you should be in when sending
healing energy out. Also drink plenty of water because you are releasing things from the
physical body. Again, stay balanced.
If you or your family have not had Level 1: Crystal Implant/Imprint Removal, Level
2: Soul Beliefs/Matrix Energy Patterns, Fear Chakra System, or Level 7: Releasing
Past Life Patterns, Accessing Past Life Knowledge, now is the time to do them. Some
of the energy can be filtered by your Personal Orb but not all the group energies that are
being filtered out. For the individuals that are sending healing energy to all the victims
and have not had your Energy Signature Removed, the energies that you are helping
release will come back to personally for additional processing.
New Work… Joy Symbol

From the feedback that we have received from the clients that we have assisted in
retrieving this symbol, it could also be used to manifest things in your life.
Just remember:
Normal is a cycle on a washing machine
Loren and Diane Mickelson
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